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Dark Matter problem
• BBN/ CMB

• Clusters

• Galaxies/Local
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Dark Matter Detection
• Direct Detection

• Collider Search

• Indirect Detection
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Dark Matter Indirect Detection
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X-ray Searches of Dark Matter
• Sensitive instruments

• Well Motivated Candidates
– Sterile Neutrino (keV)
– Axion-like Dark Matter
– Gravitino
– Exciting Dark Matter
– ++++++
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Chandra (1999 - )

XMM Newton (1999 - )

Suzaku (2005 - 2015)



Sterile Neutrino Dark Matter Production
• Non-resonant production
– Dodelson Widrow 1994
– Warm DM

• Resonant production
– Shi Fuller 1999
– Modified by primordial lepton asymmetry 
– Cool DM

• Decay of heavy particles
– E.g., Petraki Kusenko 2008
– Collider signatures
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3 – Sterile neutrino production in the EU

In an interaction involving active neutrinos, a N4 can be produced due to
loss of coherence

e−

e+

Z νa

ν̄a

N4

The ”sterile” neutrino N4 production

• depends on |Va4|2 = sin2 θ

• is controlled by Γa and will stop at Tdec



Sterile Neutrino Dark Matter
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3.5 keV line excess!
• Bulbul et al (2014)   
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Stacked 73 clusters XMM-MOS (4-5σ)

Also
Chandra Perseus 2.5σ and 3.4σ

Sterile Neutrino DM



3.5 keV line excess!
• Boyarsky et al (2014)
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Sin2(2 theta)  ~  2-20 x 10-11



Follow-up Observations (2014)

1. Rimer-Sorensen [1405.7943] Chandra GC 

2. Jeltema,Profumo [1408.1699] XMM GC

3. Boyarsky + [1408.2503] XMM GC

4. Malyshev + [1408.3531] XMM dwarfs

5. Anderson + [1408.4115] Chandra+XMM Galaxies

6. Urban + [1411.0050] Suzaku Clusters

7. Tamura + [1412.1869] Suzaku Perseus
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Follow-up Observations (15-17) 
1. Sekiya+ [1504.02826] Suzaku Diffuse Background
2. Figueroa-Feliciano+ [1506.05519] XQC MW
3. Riemer-Sorensen+ [1507.01378] NuSTAR Bullet Clusters
4. Iakubovskyi+ [1508.05186] XMM Individual Clusters
5. Jeltema Profumo [1512.01239] XMM Draco
6. Ruchayskyiy+ [1512.07217] XMM Draco
7. Franse+ [1604.01759] Suzaku Perseus
8. Bulbul+ [1605.02034] Suzaku Stacked Clusters
9. Hofmann+ [1606.04091] Chandra Stacked Clusters

10. Neronov+ [1607.07328] NuSTAR MW
11. Aharonian+ [1607.07420] Hitomi Perseus
12. Perez+ [1609.00667] NuSTAR GC
13. Cappelluti [1701.07932] Chandra Deep field 10 Ms

And some that I may have missed……
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(3 sigma)



Everything
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What is the 3.5 keV line?
• New astrophysical lines
– Sulphur charge exchange line?

• Atomic abundance/ emissivity
– Systematics? 

• Particle Physics Models
– ALP magnetic conversion [B-field]?
– Exciting Dark Matter [Velocity]?
– +++++
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Urban + 2015 ……

Gu + 2015, Shah+ 2016

Cicoli+ 2014…….

Finkbeiner & Weiner 2014



What to do next?

• New Instruments?

– Astro-H (Hitomi)

– Sounding Rockets

– NuSTAR

– Insight/HXMT ??

• New Techniques?

– Velocity Spectroscopy 
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Bulbul+ 2016
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the Suzaku full sample than the full XMM-Newton sam-
ple, leading to more e↵ective smearing of the instrumen-
tal features. The redshift range of the Suzaku full sample
corresponds to an energy di↵erence of up to 1.44 keV at
3.5 keV, which is su�cient to smear out and eliminate
the background or response features.
The stacked FI data for the full sample prefers an addi-

tional emission line at E = 3.54 keV (the energy fixed at
the best-fit value for the Suzaku line detection in Perseus
Franse et al. (2016)), but only at 2� confidence level with
a flux of 1.0+0.5

�0.5 (
+1.3
�0.9) ⇥ 10�6 phts cm�2 s�1. The statis-

tics of the dataset is insu�cient to constrain the energy
of this faint line. The line is not significantly detected
in the BI observations, however an additional Gaussian
model improves the fit by ��2 = 1.5 and has a flux of
9.1+1.5

�7.3 (+2.2
�9.1) ⇥ 10�6 phts cm�2 s�1. The fluxes ob-

served in FI and BI observations are in agreement with
each other.
In an attempt to investigate a possible correlation of

the flux of the unidentified line with cooler gas in the
ICM, we divide the full sample into two subsamples; CC
and NCC clusters. If a correlation is observed, it would
be an indication that the unidentified line is astrophysical
in origin. Atomic lines are more prominent in cool-core
clusters where a significant amount of cooler gas with
higher metal abundances resides in the core. However, we
do not detect any significant spectral feature at 3.5 keV in
the separate CC and NCC clusters. The FI observations
of the NCC sample shows a weak 2.4� residual at 3.54
keV, with a flux of 5.3+2.6

�1.8 (+4.7
�3.1)⇥ 10�6 phts cm�2 s�1.

The upper limits derived from these samples are consis-
tent with previous detections. We note that both CC and
NCC subsamples contain fewer number of source counts
compared to all of the XMM-Newton samples studied in
Bu14a so the sensitivity of the presented Suzaku analy-

sis is weaker. We also note that due to smaller FOV and
lower e↵ective area of the Suzaku XIS detectors compared
to the XMM-Newton EPIC detectors, this analysis might
be less sensitive to a weak signal from dark matter decay.
The value of this analysis is in that it is independent and
performed with a di↵erent instrument.
The upper limits provided by this work (full sample;

sin2(2✓) = 6.1 ⇥ 10�11) is in agreement with the detec-
tions in the combined M31, Galactic center observations
(sin2(2✓) = 5� 7⇥ 10�11; see Boyarsky et al. 2015), and
results from deep MOS (sin2(2✓) < 5.8⇥ 10�11) and PN
(sin2(2✓) = 1.8 � 8 ⇥ 10�11) observations of the Draco
galaxy (Ruchayskiy et al. 2015). However, the line flux in
the core of the Perseus cluster is in tension with the pre-
sented stacked Suzaku and XMM-Newton clusters and
other detections (Bu14a, Franse et al. 2016). Study-
ing the origin of the 3.5 keV line with CCD resolution
observations of galaxy clusters and other astronomical
objects appears to have reached its limit; the problem
requires higher-resolution spectroscopy such as that ex-
pected from Hitomi (Astro-H).
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Astro-H (Hitomi)
• Launched in Feb 17, 2016

• 10^-3 energy resolution
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Figure 48: Simulated spectra of the Perseus core at z = 0.0178 with (black) and without (red) a dark matter line at 3.55 keV after an
exposure of 1 Msec by SXS. For the dark matter line, we adopt the flux 3 ⇥ 10�5 ph s�1 cm�2 within the field-of-view of SXS from
Table 5 of Bulbul et al. (2014) and Wdm = 35 eV corresponding to the velocity dispersion �dm = 1300 km s�1. For the ICM thermal
emission, we assume kT = 4 keV and Z = 0.7 solar with no turbulent broadening.

mainly due to the Galactic line emission. A major improvement in the sensitivity is expected in the hard band
for the flux within the field-of-view of SXS, whereas the sensitivity is largely limited by the small grasp of
SXS for the flux from the larger sky area. We stress that a highly improved spectral resolution will still be
indispensable for identifying or rejecting any candidate lines once they are suggested.
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Appendix

A Systematic Errors in Gas Velocities

For bright X-ray sources such as cores of nearby galaxy clusters, the accuracy of gas velocity measurements
by ASTRO-H SXS can be limited by systematic errors rather than statistical errors. This section summarizes
potential sources of the systematic errors and how they a↵ect the measurements of bulk and turbulent velocities.

A.1 Bulk Velocity

Calibration errors in the energy gain �Egain directly lead to the uncertainty in the line-of-sight bulk velocity
measured by a line shift as

�vbulk = c
�Egain

Eobs
= 45 km/s

 

�Egain

eV

!

✓ Eobs

6.7 keV

◆

�1
, (8)

83

Kitayama+ 
1412.1176

Simulation



Astro-H (Hitomi)
• Launched in Feb 17, 2016
• 10^-3 energy resolution
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Kitayama+ 
1412.1176

May not 100% answer the 
dark matter question

X-ray signals due to decaying dark matter 15
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Figure 12. Ratio of flux compared to the central flux at vari-
ous offsets from the Perseus candidate haloes at the Perseus dis-
tance as a function of stellar mass. The three offset angles are
8.3’ (top panel), 25.0’ (middle panel), and 60.0’ (bottom panel).
Predictions for the XMM-Newton FoV are shown in black and
for XRISM in orange. Points mark the median of the data and
the error bars denote the 95 per cent range. The dotted lines
show the flux ratios for an NFW halo of 7× 1014M⊙ – the mass
of Perseus as measured by Simionescu et al. (2011) – for XMM-
Newton and XRISM in their corresponding colours. Note that the
y-axis ranges are different for each panel.

file whereas the XMM-Newton flux ratios are not, and have
checked that the 8.3’ to 0’ flux ratio for the DMO C-EAGLE
haloes is of the order of 10 per cent higher than for their
hydrodynamical counterparts (not shown). We caution that
the degree of contraction in C-EAGLE may be stronger than
any that occurs in the real Universe, as the C-EAGLE BCGs
are 2-3 times more massive than their observed counterparts
(Bahé et al. 2017).

We conclude our study of Perseus with an analysis of the
expected velocity width of the dark matter decay line. The
width of the line is determined by the velocity dispersion
of the host halo within the FoV, which is higher than that
of the hot gas in the central regions of clusters that also
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Figure 13. The FWHM of the flux measured for different sight-
lines in our Perseus virtual observations as a function of halo mass
while using the XRISM FoV. We display results for on-centre ob-
servations (top panel) and at offsets of 8.3’ (middle panel) and
25.0’ (bottom panel). Data from the hydrodynamical simulations
are shown in black, and those from the DMO simulations in red.
The error bars enclose the 68 per cent range. The 1σ uncertainty
on the mass of Perseus as measured by Simionescu et al. (2011)
is shown as a vertical blue band. In the bottom panel the lower
bound of the 68 per cent range for each halo is no higher than the
minimum FWHM that we resolve, 140 kms−1, therefore we mark
these lower bounds with arrows rather than an error bar hat.

emit lines since dark matter has no cooling mechanism. A
broad line is thus a signature of dark matter. We measure the
line width within three of our offsets (0.0’, 8.3’ and 25.0’)
for the XRISM FoV. For each of the particles enclosed in
the FoV we calculate the velocity component along the line
of sight and bin up the flux from all particles in bins of
width ∼70 kms−1. We compute the FWHM of the resulting
velocity distribution and, in turn, obtain a distribution of
FWHM across the 500 sightlines for each halo. We plot the
median and 68 per cent range of these data in Fig. 13, for
both the hydrodynamical and DMO versions of each halo.

The measured FWHM increases with halo mass from

MNRAS 000, 1–20 (2016)
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Dark Matter Velocity Spectroscopy
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Milky Way illustration by Nick Risinger (CC:BY); 
additional graphics by APS/Alan Stonebraker

Speckhard, KCYN, Beacom, Laha
Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 031301 



Milky Way Gas (Background)
• Gas and the Sun                 

co-rotate in a disk
– V2 ~ GM/r

• Astro-physical line
– Red shifted in + longitude!
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Milky Way DM
• Velocity of the Sun
– (+)220km/s, +longitude

• Mean dark matter 
velocity ~ 0

• DM line
– Blue shifted for +longitude
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Dark Matter Velocity Spectroscopy

Eric G. Speckhard,1, 2, ⇤ Kenny C. Y. Ng,1, 2, † John F. Beacom,1, 2, 3, ‡ and Ranjan Laha4, 5, 6, §

1Center for Cosmology and AstroParticle Physics (CCAPP), Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
2Department of Physics, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
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4Kavli Institute for Particle Astrophysics and Cosmology (KIPAC)

5Department of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94035, USA
6SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA

(Dated: July 15, 2015)

Dark matter decays or annihilations that produce line-like spectra may be smoking-gun signals.
However, even such distinctive signatures can be mimicked by astrophysical or instrumental causes.
We show that velocity spectroscopy—the measurement of energy shifts induced by relative motion
of source and observer—can separate these three causes with minimal theoretical uncertainties. The
principal obstacle has been energy resolution, but upcoming and proposed experiments will make
significant improvements. As an example, we show that the imminent Astro-H mission can use Milky
Way observations to separate possible causes of the 3.5-keV line. We discuss other applications.

Introduction: What is the dark matter? Identifica-
tion depends upon more than just observation of its
bulk gravitational e↵ects; distinct particle signatures are
needed. Backgrounds make it di�cult to pick out these
signals, which are constrained to be faint. Among possi-
ble decay or annihilation signals, those with sharp spec-
tral features, such as a line, are especially valuable.

Given that the stakes and di�culties are so profound,
even such a “smoking-gun” signal may not be conclusive.
A line could have other causes: astrophysical emission or
detector backgrounds (or response e↵ects). For example,
the cause of the recently discovered 3.5-keV line is dis-
puted [1–8]. This problem is more general [9–15] and will
surely arise again. We need better evidence than just a
smoking gun—we need to see it in motion.

Premise and Motivation: We propose a general
method for distinguishing the cause of a sharp spec-
tral feature using velocity spectroscopy. Consider a line
of unknown cause—dark matter (DM), astrophysical or
detector—observed in the Milky Way (MW). Relative
motion between source and observer leads to distinctive
energy shifts as a function of line of sight (LOS) direction.
Figure 1 illustrates this schematically. Because typical
Galactic virial velocities are ⇠ 10�3c, the Doppler shifts
are only ⇠ 0.1%.

A potential target for velocity spectroscopy is the 3.5-
keV line recently observed in MW, M31, and galaxy clus-
ter spectra [1, 2, 4]. The line energy and flux can natu-
rally be explained by sterile neutrino DM [16–18], as well
as alternatives [19–26]. However, the significance of the
line is disputed [3, 5, 6], and it has been argued that it
can be explained by astrophysical emission [7, 8].

With present detectors, velocity spectroscopy of this
line is impossible. Excitingly, the Soft X-Ray Spec-
trometer (SXS) on Astro-H (launch date 2015 or 2016)
has a goal energy resolution of �AH = 1.7 eV (4 eV
FWHM) [27, 28], which is at the scale needed. We show
that, under optimistic assumptions on detector perfor-

Dark 
Matter

GC

Sun

0

χ
�⃗� =  0

FIG. 1. Top: How DM, astrophysical, and detector signals
shift with Galactic longitude is starkly di↵erent. Bottom:

For DM signals at positive longitude, our motion through the
non-rotating DM halo yields a negative LOS velocity and thus
a blue shift. In contrast, for astrophysical backgrounds (e.g.,
gas), co-rotation in the disk leads to a positive LOS velocity
and thus a red shift. These signs reverse at negative longitude.
Detector backgrounds have zero shift.

mance, Astro-H can use velocity spectroscopy in the MW
to identify the cause of the 3.5-keV line. We also discuss
prospects if the performance is worse.

We emphasize that the applicability of DM velocity
spectroscopy is much more general. The purpose of this
paper is to introduce a new concept to increase the power
of DM searches and to spur innovation in detector design.
We conclude by discussing several generalizations.

11/21/18



Dark Matter Velocity Spectroscopy

• Need to model both line shifts and line widths 

Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 20

Line dispersion

- MW Gravitational potential

Line shift

Atomic tomography

11/21/18



DM – Astro Separation (MW)

• Clean separation

– DM

– Astro

– Detector effect

• Two obs. -> 3.6σ

• Minimal 

theoretical 

uncertainty 
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Spectrum
• 2Ms Astro-H 

observation
– > 5 sigma detection

• Taken into account 
both intrinsic and 
detector line 
dispersion. 
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DM Velocity Spectroscopy

• Extra handle for testing line-like signal

– The “smoking gun” sometimes is not enough 

• If DM decay/annihilation produces a line. 

– HERD (GeV-TeV)

• Photons and electrons

• 2020?

• Dark astronomy/cosmology
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A Series of Unfortunate Events……
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A new Mission! 
• Two detectors
• 2020-2021?
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Sounding rocket (XQC, Micro-X)

http://space.mit.edu/micro-x/open-house/files/Micro-X-Pup-A-2.png
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Sounding Rockets
• XQC (2011, 106s)
• Micro-X
– Will likely detect the line! 
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Figueroa-Feliciano+ [1506.05519] 

Mock
Data



Velocity Spectroscopy with Micro-X?
• Wide FOV

• Tested with Nbody simulation
– Micro-X
– 6 obs, >3σ

• Looks promising!
11/21/18 Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 28

1611.02714
Powell, Laha, KCYN, Abel



Sterile Neutrino Dark Matter
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Model 
IndependentModel 

Dependent 
(nuMSM)

Not applicable in, 
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0711.4646
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Patwardhan et al
Etc etc



NuSTAR
• Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array
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• Neronov, Malyshev, 
Eckert [1607.07328]
– Diffuse sky, MW halo

• Perez, KCYN,  Beacom, 
Hersh, Horiuchi, 
Krivonos
[1609.00667]
– Galactic Center
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NuSTAR
• Focusing observations
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Zero Bounce Photons
• 1000cm2

-> 10cm2
• 0.1deg

-> 2deg
• Diffuse 

Dark 
Matter
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NuSTAR MW GC Observation

Perez, KCYN, Beacom, Hersh, Horiuchi, Krivonos 2016 
(1609.00667)

• 6 observations ~ 0.5Ms combining two detectors

11/21/18 Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 35Perez+ 2016



Spectra
• A + B detector
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Perez+ 2016



NuSTAR Background Model?

• Default background model from Wik et al 2014

• Phenomenological model

11/21/18 Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 37

Neronov+ 2016



Checking 3.5 keV in more detail

• Occulted data in GC obs (Earth blocked)

• Not as significant (less statistic)
• Flux consistent
11/21/18 Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 38

Preliminary



3.5 keV in NuSTAR
• Work in progress

• But this suggest:
– Detector artifact
– Detector emission
– Maybe Solar

• Not sure about the other 
instruments
– Very different detector 

design!

11/21/18 Kenny C.Y. NG, IPMU 2018 39

Preliminary
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FIG. 5. Data and folded model spectra from FPMA (left) and FPMB (right) in 3–110 keV. Model components include
the GXRE (line and continuum), the CXB (continuum), and detector backgrounds (line and continuum). The astrophysical
components come from regions indicated in Fig. 4. The bottom panel shows the data relative to the best-fit model. All errors
shown are 1� statistical errors. We include an additional 5% uncorrelated systematic error (not shown) during spectral fitting
and line analysis.

tor is included in our spectral model to account for the
di↵erent flux normalizations. For our best-fit model, this
factor is < 3%, smaller than the overall NuSTAR flux
normalization uncertainty. The fluxes we quote below
are derived for FPMA.

Our spectral model consists of four components, two
from astrophysical sources and two internal to the de-
tector. The GRXE, believed to be largely due to unre-
solved magnetic cataclysmic variables [25–27], is modeled
as a one-temperature thermal plasma with collisionally-
ionized elemental line emission [29], which describes the
X-ray emitting accretion stream onto these objects, plus
a 6.4 keV neutral Fe line, with the normalization of the
Gaussian line and the normalization, temperature, and
abundance of the plasma left as free parameters. Us-
ing the NuSTAR GC source catalog [18], the total 10–
40 keV flux of resolved 2-bounce sources in our FOV is
⇠ 10�6 ph s�1 cm�2. This negligibly small contribution
of flux is absorbed into our GRXE model. The tempera-
ture of the GRXE in this one-temperature model varies
by up to 20% between the six observations, motivating
the uncorrelated systematic error that is included in our
fit of the combined spectrum. The cosmic X-ray back-
ground (CXB), due to extragalactic emission, is modeled
as a cuto↵ power-law, with parameters fixed to those
measured by INTEGRAL [30]. These spectra are at-
tenuated to account for absorption by the interstellar
medium, with interstellar abundances as defined in [31]
and photoionization cross-sections as defined in [32, 33].
The e↵ective area for these two model components, which

describe photons arriving from astrophysical sources, is
multiplied by the energy-dependent e�ciency for photons
to pass through the detector beryllium shield. All model
components include an absorption term that accounts for
detector focal-plane material.

The internal detector background consists of a contin-
uum component, modeled as a broken power-law with
a break at 124 keV, and both activation and fluores-
cent line complexes, modeled as 29 Lorentzian lines [16].
The continuum photon indices and line energies are fixed,
but normalizations for each component are fit separately
for FPMA and FPMB. Since these components describe
backgrounds that are internal to the detectors, they are
not corrected for the e�ciency of the beryllium shield.
The solar background, modeled as a ⇠ 1 keV thermal
plasma as derived in [16], is also included in this compo-
nent.

In Fig. 5 we show the 3–110 keV data and folded best-
fit spectral model for FPMA and FPMB, respectively.
This model contains 69 free parameters and 45 frozen
parameters, with the fit performed over 312⇥ 2 (FPMA
and FPMB) total bins. We emphasize that these two
data sets are independent of each other; our results are
obtained by statistically combining them. Spectral fit-
ting and flux derivations were performed in XSPEC ver-
sion 12.9.0 [34]. The combined fit yields a �2 = 540.02 for
554 degrees of freedom, or �2/n.d.o.f.= 0.97 (both statis-
tical and 5% systematic errors included). The physical
interpretation of the best-fit GRXE spectrum will be the
subject of a future paper, and is not important for this

Spectra
• A + B detector
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Dark Matter Limit
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Resonantly produced
Sterile Neutrino 
Dark Matter in
nuMSM

Perez+ 2016

Strong limits above 
~10keV



NuSTAR Andromeda
• 8 observations
• 1.2 Ms (A + B module)
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KCYN, Roach, Perez, Beacom, 
Horiuchi, Krivonos, Wik
181X.XXXXX
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NuSTAR M31 Spectrum

• 0-bounce + 2 bounce!
– 1.5x (decay) – 2.5x (ann.) 

signal boost

• > 5keV
– Understanding the low 

energy background (in 
prep.)

• Lower astrophysical 
background

• Statistically combined 
(not stacked)
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FIG. 2. Data and model spectra from FPMA (left) and FPMB (right) for obsID 50026002003, including contributions from
0-bounce and 2-bounce CXB, 2-bounce M31, and instrument background. (As discussed in Sec. IID, there is no 0-bounce M31
component, as the 0-bounce FOVs for the observations used in this work avoid much of the disk of M31 – see Fig. 1.) The
lower panels show the ratio of the data to the best-fit model. All error bars indicate 1� statistical uncertainties, with reduced
�2 of 1.15 and 0.99 for FPMA and FPMB, respectively (239 d.o.f. for each FPM). The di↵ering contributions for the 2-bounce
CXB component between FPMA/B arise primarily from di↵erences in the position of the masked point source with respect to
the optical axis, as discussed in Sec. II B. Currently working on fixing the label/tick size/spacing. Will probably take a couple
days since matplotlib is a bit fiddly.

are thus compared in units of photons s�1 keV�1 cm�2
212

deg�2.213

The energy-dependent NuSTAR 2-bounce e↵ective214

area A2b(E) is determined primarily by the optical ele-215

ments, and is calculated by NuSTARDAS for each ob-216

servation. The nominal e↵ective area for each FPM217

for point sources is ⇠ 500 cm2 at 10 keV [4]; however,218

following data cleaning and point-source masking, the219

maximum e↵ective area is ⇠ 100 cm2 per FPM. There220

are two reasons for this reduction: first, the removed221

point sources are typically near the NuSTAR optical axis,222

where the e↵ective area is greatest; second, the e↵ects223

of vignetting and the point-spread function (due to our224

extracting spectra from the entire FPM as an extended225

source) further reduce the maximum A2b to the ⇠ 100226

cm2 level. The 2-bounce solid angle �⌦2b is also re-227

duced from 130 ⇥ 130 (0.047 deg2) to ⇠ 0.045 deg2 for228

each FPM following point source removal. When fitting229

the 2-bounce components in the spectrum, we use the230

combined 2-bounce response A2b(E) ⇥ �⌦2b, where the231

A2b(E) produced from NuSTARDAS already includes232

the Be window e�ciency EBe(E).233

The e↵ective area A0b for 0-bounce photons is set by234

the physical ⇠ 15 cm2 area of each detector, and is re-235

duced to ⇠ 11.5–12.5 cm2 per detector after removing236

point sources. This is balanced, however, by an increased237

FOV for 0-bounce photons compared to 2-bounce pho-238

tons. Using the geometric model of NuSTAR in the239

nuskybgd code [11], we calculate the average solid an-240

gle �⌦0b from which 0-bounce photons can strike the241

detectors, including the e↵ects of obscuration and vi-242

gnetting introduced by the optics bench and aperture243

stop. Following data cleaning and point-source removal,244

each FPM subtends an average solid angle �⌦0b ⇠ 4.5245

deg2, almost two orders of magnitude larger than �⌦2b.246

For 0-bounce spectral components, we use the combined247

0-bounce response EBe(E) ⇥ A0b ⇥ �⌦0b. Additionally,248

the use of 0-bounce photons means that we are not lim-249

ited to the 3–79 keV energy range set by the NuSTAR250

optics; rather, we can use a larger range, up to E = 110251

keV.252

C. NuSTAR at low-energy and the 3.5 keV line253

Previous analyses have noted the presence of a line254

in the NuSTAR spectrum at 3.5 keV. These works dif-255

fer, however, in whether this lines is attributable to a256

dark matter or instrumental origin [? ]. Detailed inves-257

tigations of the NuSTAR instrumental background are258

ongoing, and beyond the scope of this paper. As the259

NuSTAR instrumental background is poorly understood260

for energies below 5 keV, we do not include this energy261

range in our analysis. Instead, we comment here upon262

the di�culties encountered when using this low-energy 0-263

bounce NuSTAR data and the foreseen avenues for future264

progress.265

We investigate our instrumental background compo-266

Preliminary

1 observation, det A, 80ks



NuSTAR M31 Constraints
• Closing in the 

nuMSM window
– New production 

method for SnuDM

• Updated production 
computation
– Venumadhav et al. 

2016
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Conclusion

• Jury is still out for the 3.5 keV line.

• New Hitomi (maybe 2021)

– Apply Velocity Spectroscopy 

• Micro-X (1 flight launched Jul 2018)

• NuSTAR may be surprisingly powerful at 3.5keV

– Or maybe not

• NuMSM under siege

• Athena (~ 2029) ……
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Thanks you!



Correction factor
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NuSTAR
• Focusing observations
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?????????



Zero Bounce Photons
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Neronov+ 2016



NuSTAR diffuse MW
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Neronov+ 2016



[Latest] Chandra Deep Sky 1701.07932

• ~3 sigma detection
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Velocity Spectroscopy
• 10-3 E  resolution <-> Typical MW velocity 

(~100km/s)
– Velocity effects become important!

• CO, AL26
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[Latest] Chandra Deep Sky 1701.07932

• Morphology 
consistent with NFW

• Consistent rates
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